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History is a study of the various facts of human life and is closely linked with other social sciences which make a specific study of
different facts of human life. Many scholars held a view that history is the centre of the social sciences which feeds other social
sciences. History and Political Science Historian work would be mere fiction unless he uses the discoveries of modern psychology.
The personal life and the environment of a historian has a direct bearing in his decision and often import a bias to his account and
renders the much desired objectivity impossible. The impact of psychology on history is evident from the fact that in the past historian
inquired primarily into the origins of war and ignored the result of war. History, however, is the study of the past. Given all the demands
that press in from living in the present and anticipating what is yet to come, why bother with what has been? Given all the desirable and
available branches of knowledge, why insist-as most American educational programs do-on a good bit of history? And why urge many
students to study even more history than they are required to? Any subject of study needs justification: its advocates must explain why it
is worth attention. In addition, modern historians frequently ask questions about our past in order to better understand our present.
Historians use a wide range of methods in their attempt to answer their questions about what happened to our distant and not so distant
ancestors. With history already well written up, the current mass of people doing historical studies at university and then trying to write
something as theses, papers and publications, and finding the ground well covered, these modern historians have to cook up new
versions, mostly distortions but occasionally with new insight, to publish and sell to modern readers. The Old Kingdom and the Middle
Kingdom are the first two major periods that modern historians have divided Egypt into. The third is the New Kingdom. Asked in Manga.